Using HapMap tools in pharmacogenomic discovery: the thiopurine methyltransferase polymorphism.
One purpose of the International HapMap Project is to provide a genome-wide resource to discover pharmacogenetic determinants of drug response. The thiopurine methyltransferase (TPMT) 719A>G single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) causes decreased TPMT activity, increased intracellular thiopurines, and drug toxicities. Using HapMap cell lines and 3.3 million SNPs, we tested whether the TPMT 719A>G SNP could be identified as predicting TPMT phenotype. Assuming TPMT was a candidate gene, five SNPs and four haplotypes predicted TPMT phenotype, two of which were in complete linkage disequilibrium with the functional 719A>G SNP. We also used a genome-wide approach to rank all 17,542 genes as predictors of TPMT activity. A TPMT haplotype, HAP1, significantly predicted TPMT phenotype; however, haplotypes of 96 genes ranked higher than TPMT. Our findings show that HapMap resources are useful for pharmacogenetic discovery when the candidate gene is known, but challenges remain for definitive gene identification when a genome-wide agnostic approach is employed.